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Diamond Light World

The Diamond Light Grid
The Playground of the Light Codes

Begin with the possible; begin with one step

Rezonate (incorporating Diamond Light World)
www.diamondlightworld.net
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Introduction
Following on from the Diamond Light Grid Level 1 workshop, this is designed to facilitate a
personal experience of the energy of the Diamond Light Codes. This workshop is therefore
designed to be highly experiential.

We will, in addition be adding some deeper information to the original Diamond Light Grid
work already done by expanding on the concepts of Sacred Geometry already covered in
the Level 1 workshop.
I hope you will enjoy the time we spend together exploring our multidimensional aspects
through these amazing light encoded geometries !
Julie
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A Brief Introduction to the Diamond Light Codes
The Diamond Light Codes were given as a ‘transmission’ from Spirit in 2003. It was during
a time in my life when things were particularly difficult and I was still very much in transition
between leaving South Africa the previous year and trying to ground my energy in the UK.
That I was destined to be in the UK was in no doubt as the guidance from Spirit had been
very specific for the two years before I made the move, and I was clear that this was an
important step for me. However, since arriving in the UK in June of 2002, full of
enthusiasm and raring to go, it seemed as if my life had gone into freefall and nothing was
really working well at all.
I had spent many hours in meditation and doing specific breathing techniques to help to
break through whatever internal resistance may be impacting on the challenging reality I
was experiencing. My constant invocation to Spirit (my Higher Self) during these sessions
was, “Please show me what my purpose is here”. Despite numerous small insights,
nothing major happened and my life remained as it was.
Then one day when I was literally about to give up and had given serious though to
returning to South Africa, something amazing happened. Following a particularly deep
meditation, I experienced a light show “behind my eyes” (third eye) the likes of which I had
never seen before. Having channelled and meditated for a number of years, I was familiar
with seeing in a psychic sense so I knew immediately that the quality and energy of this
was very different.
A string of very specific geometric shapes presented themselves like a slide show, one
after the other and many of them contained the now familiar ‘diamond’ shape. When
meditating, I always have my journal to hand, and quickly noted down these simple images
that felt deeply familiar. The first ‘transmission’ gave me the initial 30 codes, and there
were a number of additional codes received in the days and weeks that followed.
I knew that what I had been given was significant in some way, and yet struggled to put
into words anything specific. Over the next 3 months, I would sit with the codes virtually on
a daily basis, asking them what they were and what they were for. I meditated, asking for
guidance from Spirit to help me understand the significance of them, and traced the codes
with my fingers trying to communicate with them.
Again, the answer came through suddenly and very clearly after a number of weeks.
Firstly I was shown one of the codes or geometries as an actual structure of light (which
was amazing to see!) – this was the Freedom Light Code, and has a special purpose as a
portal into your interdimensional self. It was in this instance that the codes became the
Light Codes and I was not only told that this is what they were, I knew them as such too.
This was followed closely thereafter by the Release Light Code which I saw and
experienced as an actual moving light form – in action so to speak. I felt as if something
really deep within me had been released and was taking form in the world.
A great deal of information then followed about the Light Codes, followed in 2004 by the
Diamond Light Grid download (as I now call it!). The Light Codes and the Diamond Light
Grid are intricately related and both are here to serve a special purpose in helping to
facilitate our spiritual evolution and so called Ascension process.
The information about the Diamond Light Codes and the Diamond Light Grid has been
evolving since the initial information and images were received. What I present here is
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simply a brief introduction to help you along your way and your own personal journey of
discovery with them. In the same way that your soul’s journey is unique to you, the way in
which the Light Codes and Diamond Light Grid help to facilitate this will be unique for you
too.
Our unconscious mind works in pictograms and responds to shape and colour in ways that
we cannot currently fully comprehend. Many people have reported feeling energy moving
in their body as a result of simply gazing upon the images of the Light Codes, and certainly
when they were first birthed in the beautiful graphic forms we now have, a number of
people reported very powerful and incredibly strong emotional reactions to them.
Here then is a brief summary of the information I was given by Spirit about the Diamond
Light Codes and how they work. As with all so-called channelled information, feel for what
is right and true for you.
 The Diamond Light Codes are an aspect of living consciousness often referred to
as the Language of Light. It is a language that our soul knows and which connects
us to the magnificence of our true being and original source essence
 The Diamond Light Codes are both contained within the Diamond Light Grid, as
well as facilitate an awakening to the energy frequencies of the Diamond light body.
In other words, when you work with the diamond (Diamond Light Grid) you awaken
the codes, and when you work with the codes, you help to build the light body. (In
terms of the model presented in the previous section, I see the Light Codes as
being the codes of Christ Consciousness that we have accessed, so that we may
become more ‘harmonic’ in our consciousness)
 The Light Codes work at the level of our DNA, providing energy transmissions to
repair areas of our DNA that have become scrambled or ‘incoherent’ in how the
genetic code is expressed, resulting in illness and dis-ease. This includes past life
patterns we have coded into our DNA, as well as negative patterns that have been
coded into our DNA strands in our existing life or experiential timeline. In other
words, they help to re-code our DNA for the highest expression of who we are.
Message from ‘Big Jules’, 2003 :
Within the DNA we have genes or areas ‘switched on’ for low frequency transmissions –
these represent our fears or subconscious programming etc. These areas look darker, and
effectively act as resistors to the high frequency currents that we are trying to transmit –
therefore weakening the electrical circuit and scattering the light. With the current
repairing of the planetary grid and increased frequency coming through, we need to be able
to keep pace with this by allowing our DNA to become a more efficient electrical conductor.
When we do this, we are automatically more attuned to the light grids, our higher selves
(higher frequency) and hence are able to experience raised consciousness.
The dark areas observed in the DNA are the areas of previous genetic manipulation which
keeps us ‘locked in’ to receiving and transmitting these lower frequency transmissions.

DNA is both an electrical transmitter and receiver, and through these manipulated genes we
both receive signals to sustain the low frequency & then re-transmit them. There are many
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such genes in our DNA strands. We effectively need to ‘by-pass’ the circuit to neutralise the
low frequency and allow the light current to build and flow more freely”

Therefore, both the codes and the grid provide coherent energy to repair the
electrical circuits in our body and awaken sections within our DNA that have up until
now been unusable (ie the so-called junk sections). It is within these sections that
some of our greatest potential as spiritual beings is realised and brought into
physical expression
 The background colour of the Light Codes is important as this helps to set the
frequency for the body to accept the energy and imprint of the code itself.
 The Diamond Light Codes have been seen psychically to project a holographic field
approximately 3 feet from a static image. When there are a number of images
together in one place, it has also been seen that the energy signatures merge to
create ‘flames’ of light. The energy as such becomes a transformational fire
experienced intensely by anyone in close proximity to the images.
 The Light Codes also have an accompanying sound which is a harmonic
combination of various tones. There is therefore not one specific tone associated
with the codes, rather a musical expression. (The more you work with the codes,
the more likely you are to hear their music!)
 Our DNA is continually being re-created and what it does is dependant on our
emotional and energetic responses to life situations and circumstances. All of our
emotions have chemical analogues that our DNA codes for and each of these
chemicals has a complex vibrational waveform or geometric configuration. The
Light codes help to disrupt our habitual though-emotion-behaviour feedback loops,
by transmitting the geometric configurations associated with our perfected state.
In brief:
"The Diamond Light Codes"
are symbols representing Geometric structures of light. They awaken dormant
aspects within your DNA, helping to align you with the
frequencies of energy streaming on to our planet. They hold and transmit
vibrational frequencies that help to bring change to your world
.....as within, so without..…”
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What are the Diamond Light Codes?
A channelled message from Magenta Pixie

Diamond Light Codes are 'filaments of information' if you will that hold the frequency of the
Diamond Ray. Before we deliver to you explanations and perceptions of the codes it is
necessary to impart to you information regarding the Diamond Ray.
There are many rays of "colour" if you will. In truth these colour rays are vibration or
frequency. They are consciousness that exists within the perception of being "outside"
your physical body and indeed "outside" the perimeters of your physical planet Earth. This
is truth. However, they also exist within your human body and within the planet Earth.
When perceived as "outside" your body and your planet they are "separate" if you will from
yourself. From that perspective of being "outside" they are in "pure form" if you will and are
activated.
These vibrations that exist within your physical body and within your physical planet Earth
are "lying dormant" if you will - until such time as they are "activated" In truth they do not
"lie dormant" they are always active. But they cannot be accessed by an individual until
that individual begins to raise their overall vibration so that they begin to vibrate at the
matching frequency to the colour ray. The same holds true for the planet Earth.
All we speak of here is metaphor and we present one model of reality that is most in
alignment with the consciousness pathways and reality fields of our conduit Magenta Pixie
and many that vibrate with similar consciousness pathways to our conduit Magenta Pixie
regardless of expansion levels. In truth there are many models to describe what is, in
actuality, a non-linear, non-limitation, all expansive concept.
Rays of colour correspond not only to streams of thought within the individual or planetary
body but the entire vibrational field that makes up the energy matrix or soul of that
individual.
Rays of colour work as one distinct "merge" if you will, looking like a rainbow frequency or
sounding like a symphony of music within the individual or planetary body.
Yet the Earth dimension, from a linear point of view, holds a predominantly third
dimensional template even whilst those that are drawn to our communications at this time
hold frequencies above the third dimensional reality and in truth, their planet Earth that
they experience is fourth, fifth and in some cases a sixth dimensional reality.
From the perspective of the majority of individuals thought process towards their planet we
can view your planet as third dimensional. Within this linear reality the colour rays are
experienced as individualised colour rays, each operating in turn, separate from the other.
Each colour ray a match to emotion, thought, action, word, deed and the frequencies they
broadcast.
The colour rays are living consciousness structures and may be interfaced with and indeed
communicated with resulting in inspiration, creativity, musical genius, the Artist's eye, the
muse, the scribe, the magician, the warrior and so many more patterns of presentation
through the human or planetary conduit.
For those whose expansion reaches into frequency fields beyond the third dimension they
may communicate with these colour rays, personified as archetype, image, deity,
ascended master, angel, guide, animal totem, mathematical formula or sacred geometric
presentation.
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The Diamond Ray is one of these colour frequencies. However, if we could place the
colour rays of blue, green, yellow, violet, magenta, red, orange, indigo and other colour
merges visible to multidimensional seers and expansive thinkers "within the Rainbow" if
you will, then the Diamond Ray, along with the Golden Ray, Silver Ray, Platinum Ray and
pure white light rays are "beyond the rainbow" if you will.
These are living consciousness structures that may be interfaced with that result in higher
dimensional travel, spiritual awakening and experience, synchronicity, communication, out
of body experience, clairvoyant sight and much more.
The Diamond Light Ray holds the crystal frequency in the highest geometric presentation.
For your planet Earth, the "mission" if you will, for those holding love-light frequency, was
to reach crystal incarnational critical mass point which would then serve as a gateway for
the Diamond Light.
Many individuals holding the crystal incarnational vibrational ray have been birthed upon
your planet Earth. This has allowed or created simultaneous activation of crystal grids and
gateways within the structure of your planetary body itself to activate. This has opened
crystalline gateways which has allowed crystal light rays and crystal light codes to be
"beamed" onto your planet if you will from Extra Terrestrial races and other planetary
bodies and for the crystal codes to be activated within the receptive ones.
Therefore, the matrix field of your planet has become conducive to holding the crystal ray
allowing a great many crystal beings to incarnate. The incarnations of the crystal beings
has created the matrix field of your planet to become conducive to holding the crystal ray.
Both are as true as the other. One did not come before the other. The cause and the effect
are one and the same.
The highest geometric presentation of the crystal ray is the Diamond Light Ray.
Prior to your Earth's date of 21st December 2012 the Diamond Light frequency began to
manifest in probability and potential only. Those who existed within higher dimensional
Zero Point fields were able to harness this Diamond Light Ray and receive the
Diamond Light Codes. Their "potentials" had been activated, if you will, due to their
dedicated spiritual work of heart opening, clearing of dense old belief patterns, working
with the shadow self and natural acceptance and surrender to the source frequency love
light fields and polarization into service-to-others frequency. Because of these Diamond
Light Workers the Diamond Light Grid was created around, within and upon your
planet Earth and the Diamond Light Codes have been accessible for some time.
Yet still, the new incarnations of the crystal children held the Diamond Light Ray in
potential only. There were a great many of these children birthed upon your planet in your
Earth years of 2008 through to your current time-frame, increasing in amount and
frequency. A large number of Diamond Light children have been birthed upon your planet
in your year of 2013 and continue to be birthed upon your planet.
In order for the potential of the Diamond Light Ray to be realised then, two streams need
to affect that child. One stream is the physical stream of in alignment parenting, education,
nurturing and nutrition. Children holding the Diamond Light Ray have incarnated into
families holding frequency conducive to providing this physical stream. The second stream
is the multidimensional consciousness grid forming a field across your planet. This we
refer to as the Diamond Light Matrix.
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The Diamond Light Matrix (or Diamond Light Grid) is a particular field created by the
expanded thinkers and aware individuals receiving, interpreting and utilising the Diamond
Light Codes.
When the Diamond Light Codes are received, interpreted and utilised then the individual
begins to operate from Diamond Light Consciousness. This is also known as the Christed
Light Consciousness and is in alignment with the Arcturian self. Each vibration slightly
different to the other as the word given to the vibration allows a particular geometric
pattern to set for the perception of that word even if the vibrational light ray is ultimately
from the same source and holds the same frequency.
This in your bible and other sacred texts is known as the second coming, the resurrection,
the achieving immortality, Enlightenment or Ascension and the moving into the Light Body
or rainbow body of light. The Diamond is the apex of the rainbow and reflects the rainbow
light into Quantum streams. When the individual holds the Diamond Light Matrix as
their energy matrix or true soul self and this Diamond Light Matrix is activated then
they "become quantum" if you will. All this is reflected within the actual biological
change at the cellular level of the individual holding the Diamond Light Matrix.
Diamond Light Codes have been accessed by expanded thinkers and aware ones
for some time, leading up to your shift point. These are the ascended individuals or
those who "ascended" before the planet. This simply means they were the
forerunners of the new energy streams prior to the Earth herself activating those
energy streams. The forerunners created the portals for the energy streams to affect
the planet. The planetary raise in vibration created the portals so the forerunners
may access them. Both are as true as the other. One did not come before the other.
The cause and the effect are one and the same.
Those receiving the Diamond Light Codes that are able to hold the frequency within
their fields and process them and utilise them to create the Diamond Light Matrix
around them. The cellar make up is infused with the rainbow light and this activates
the quantum state once the Diamond Light Matrix is activated.
The Diamond Light does not exist within "one place." It is a quantum stream of light that
holds a "group mind" if you will. The Diamond Light Consciousness is a collective
consciousness. You, as a human individual existing within physicality are a receiver and a
transmitter of light. Indeed, you are a transducer of energy. The Diamond Light Matrix
allows your natural receiving, transmitting and transducing to take place.
One Diamond Light Matrix affects another. Therefore, just one individual holding activated
Diamond Light can affect another individual's Diamond Light Ray in potential to become
activated Diamond Light. Light exists as a field and communicates with itself, through you
and your planet, conduits of light.
The incarnation of the crystal children holding Diamond Light potential creates the
transmissions, broadcasts and beams of the Diamond Light Codes. The
Transmissions, broadcasts and beams of the Diamond Light Codes create the
Diamond Light potential within the crystal children. Both are as true as the other. One
did not come before the other. The cause and the effect are one and the same.
Those incarnated upon Indigo rays begin to "crystallise" that Indigo frequency if you will
and they too receive the Diamond Light Codes assisting in the creation of Diamond Light
potential within the crystal children.
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The Rainbow children, those holding particularly strong connections to the colour rays also
begin to activate their Diamond Light Matrix when they receive the Diamond Light Codes.
The Diamond Light Codes have been and continue to be broadcast to EACH and
every soul on your planet. We repeat, the Diamond Light Codes have been and
continue to be broadcast to EACH AND EVERY SOUL ON your planet. This includes
the plant, mineral, animal and elemental kingdoms although the majority of positive
polarised elemental beings already hold the diamond light matrix.
Only the individual that is receptive to the receiving of the codes and are able to
hold those codes and utilise them begin to form the Diamond Light Matrix.
One is receptive simply by asking to receive them. Yet this in itself is the undertaking of a
committed spiritual journey. For when you ask to receive the Diamond Light Codes you will
receive them yet not before life altering changes take place for you, for one must stand in
energetic alignment in order to receive these codes. There are those on your planet
working with the Diamond Light Ray. These individuals, we refer to as the Diamond Light
grid-workers, may assist you with activations, healing, meditations, visualisations and
other triggers and therapies so you may work with the Diamond Light Frequency.
Holding the geometry of the Diamond close to you will also assist you in drawing
close these frequencies and activating them. You may choose to have a diamond
close to your person. You may choose to have pictures of diamonds close to you or
to look at the artwork of the Diamond grid geometries created by those with the
artist's eye. You may listen to the sounds of the diamond frequency created by
those with the musical abilities that have created these symphonies and sounds
through Diamond Light Code workings.
There are many ways to "catch" this frequency if you will. It is and shall be available to all
who wish it.
Holding a new born child or closely interacting with a crystal child holding Diamond Light
potential is also a trigger to your own processing of the Diamond Light Codes and your
Diamond Light Matrix formation.
This Diamond frequency is now settling in abundance upon your planet. Many expansive
thinkers are fully aware of this frequency and are receiving these Diamond Light Codes.
Many are wishing to interpret these Diamond Light Codes and are confused as to
how to do this. The Diamond Light Codes are the activation of the higher mind and
the higher crystalline grid matrix at the cellular level. This is the activation of what
we call the "Diamond Light Body" and it is this body that is immortal.
When this body is fully activated within you then you can begin to choose your own
timelines including the length of time you spend in one incarnation. There will be the few,
at first, who hold actual physical Diamond Light immortality and physically live many Earth
years upon your planet. There have been those who have done this already in your Earth's
timeline. This will increase and there shall come a time where many shall have this choice.
Prior to the setting of the Diamond Light Body immortality on a physical level there shall be
the Diamond Light Body immortality on a non-physical level and this choice will always be
available. This is the path of the organic human. Memories are held with full clarity within
the Diamond Light Matrix. When an activated Diamond Light soul incarnates then full preincarnate memory is available to that soul.
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The Diamond Light will incarnate in physicality as potential only. Once the two streams of
activation are in place and the Diamond Light potential is activated then full memory shall
return to that soul in physical form. This is the Diamond Light body immortality and this is
the way it shall manifest when looking at the highest probability for the Diamond Light
manifestation within the majority of the Diamond Light souls.
Be not in a hurry for full Diamond Light immortality. This in itself is not a destination. It is
not an end point. It appears as such because it can be seen as a potential within the
aware ones. Potential, with aligned geometry, shall set. The organic humans hold that
aligned geometry within their fields.
As you move closer to Diamond Light body immortality on a physical level a new
"destination" or "end point" shall be seen and this shall not be so either for there is no
destination, there is no end point. The journey is the path of expansion and growth and the
true journey of expansion and enlightenment can only ever be found from the now
moment, the Zero Point field where all is one.
The Diamond Light Grids are unity Grids. An interface if you will, of activated quantum
light - holding all that raise to that frequency and become at one with the apex of the
rainbow. The rainbow light body, activated by the diamond light grids, is your vehicle to the
creativity of source. It is your "choicepoint" if you will, where you stand within mastery over
all your incarnations and quantum selves from the point of view of a physical perspective.
This indeed is most achievable within YOUR current physical incarnation.
WE ARE THE WHITE WINGED COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS OF NINE.
channeled by Magenta Pixie
www.magentapixie.com
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Sacred Geometry and the Golden Section
In order to understand the section that follows, it is necessary to have a grasp of some of the
fundamental mathematics that is associated with sacred geometry. This is a basic introduction to
the concept of the Golden Ratio found throughout our known universe, and which gives rise to
what is known as the Golden Mean spiral which has major significance in the ‘architecure’ of
sacred geometry. It exists at the very core and permeates the entire fabric of our being!
The strands of our DNA, the cornea of our eye, snow flakes, pine cones, flower petals, diamond
crystals, the branching of trees, a nautilus shell, the star we spin around, the galaxy we spiral
within, the air we breathe, and all life forms as we know them emerge out of timeless geometric
codes.
The designs of exalted holy places from the prehistoric monuments at Stonehenge and the
Pyramid of Khufu at Giza, to the world's great cathedrals, mosques, and temples are based on
these same principles of sacred geometry.
As far back as Greek Mystery schools 2500 years ago it was taught that there are five perfect 3dimensional forms - the tetrahedron, hexahedron, octahedron, dodecahedron, and
icosahedron...collectively known as the Platonic Solids; and that these form the foundation of
everything in the physical world.
Modern scholars ridiculed this idea until the 1980's, when Professor Robert Moon at the University
of Chicago demonstrated that the entire Periodic Table of Elements - literally everything in the
physical world - truly is based on these same five geometric forms. In fact, throughout modern
physics, chemistry, and biology, the sacred geometric patterns of creation are today being
rediscovered.
The ancients knew that these patterns were codes symbolic of our own inner realm and that the
experience of sacred geometry was essential to the education of the soul. Viewing and
contemplating these forms can allow us to gaze directly at the face of deep wisdom and glimpse
the inner workings of The Universal Mind.

The Golden Section (Golden Mean)
The Golden Section or Golden Mean is an “ideal portion” or Divine Ratio that is found in all life
forms – mineral, animal, plants and humans. It is a Universal Mathematical law found throughout
our entire known world.
This mathematical law is based on a sequence of numbers that was re-discovered by Italian
Mathematician, Leonardo Fibonacci
The Fibonacci sequence is generated by adding the previous two numbers in the list together to
form the next and so on and so on.
0,0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144..….
Divide any number in the Fibonacci sequence by the one before it, for example 55/34, or 21/13,
and the answer is always close to 1.61803.
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This is what is known as the Golden Ratio, or PHI
The Golden Mean was used in the design of sacred buildings in ancient architecture to produce
spiritual energy that facilitated connectivity with spiritual realms through prayer. Our reality is very
structured, and indeed Life is even more structured. This is reflected though Nature in the form of
geometry. Geometry is the very basis of our reality, and hence we live in a coherent world
governed by unseen laws. These are always manifested in our world. The Golden Mean governs
the proportion of our world and it can be found even in the most seemingly proportion-less
(active) living forms.
Clear examples of Sacred Geometry (and Golden Mean geometry) in Nature and matter:
All types of crystals, natural and cultured.
The hexagonal geometry of snowflakes.
Creatures exhibiting logarithmic spiral patterns: e.g. snails and
various shell fish.
Birds and flying insects, exhibiting clear Golden Mean proportions in
bodies & wings.
The way in which lightning forms branches.
The way in which rivers branch.
The geometric molecular and atomic patterns that all solid metals
exhibit.
The way in which a tree spans out so that all its branches receive
sunlight.
Another, perhaps less obvious but most significant example of this special ratio can be
found in Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) - the foundation and guiding mechanism of all
living organisms. It is the ratio between the width of DNA (21 Angstroms) vs the
length of one complete turn of the DNA spiral (34 Angstroms)
The understanding of geometry as an underlying part of our existence is nothing new. The Golden
Mean and other forms of geometry can be seen imbedded in many of the ancient monuments that
still exist today. The Great Pyramid (the oldest of these structures) at Giza is a good example. The
height of this pyramid is in Phi ratio (e.g. the Golden Mean Ratio) to its base. In fact, the geometry
in this particular structure is far more accurate than that found in any of today's modern buildings.
This explains why popular among spiritually significant shapes are pyramids and hemispheres (e.g.
the domes, that are the basis of religious buildings, be it a mosque, a church or a synagogue).
These particular shapes are energy emitters; they are shapes that produce a type of penetrating
carrier wave
The vibrational quality of the Golden Mean gives it very strong communication properties, which
facilitate resonance with higher realms in prayer.
We live in the 3rd dimension, or the 'Plane of Manifestation'. The Golden Mean is an intradimensional doorway though which matter emerges into manifest 3-dimensional reality. For
example, when a star is born it follows specific number sequences or universal rules, the same
rules of life in the expansion process. Then we see the light!
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The Golden ratio in the human finger and arm

The Golden Mean Spiral
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PHI, Geometry and Consciousness
As I was exploring and researching aspects of sacred geometry and the magical phi number, I was
continually asking to understand how this related to the diamond. Something within me knew that
there was more that I hadn’t discovered yet – in fact one of the messages I have been given is that
it will take up to 20 years to fully understand the diamond.
I know that all of the geometries are important and that ultimately they ‘nest’ one inside the other
as the fields merge in the heart, but there was still something niggling within me about the
diamond. And then I found a passage in the work of Drunvalo Melchizedek that led to a wonderful
AHA moment – suddenly I understood, and it linked the magical phi ratio in beautifully.
The following information was given to Drunvalo by Thoth, and if you wish to explore this further
you will find it in The Flower of Life Vol II, one of Drunvalo’s definitive works on sacred geometry.
The excerpt that describes the essence of what he says is attached at the back of this manual for
reference.
The essence of what he has to say is :
1. There is a geometric association and a ‘structure’ to the various levels of consciousness
2. The various levels of human consciousness are based on circles and squares (or spheres and
cubes). This represents both the masculine (square) and feminine(circle) energies.
3. If you wanted to ‘measure’ the level of consciousness of human beings, you would measure the
perimeter of the square formed around the human body, as well as the circumference of the circle
around the body, and take the ratio of one to the other. The closer the ratios are to approximating
PHI, the more ‘harmonic’ and evolved the level of consciousness. The level of consciousness gives
you some idea of how they interpret their reality – the ‘lens’ through which they see things.
3. According to Thoth there are 3 key levels in the ‘system’ of human consciousness. Many of the
ancient civilisations (and certainly the Egyptians), either worked with or referenced 3 levels of
consciousness associated with humanity :
 Aboriginal consciousness (Level 1) – close to Phi Ratio
 Existing level of humanity’s consciousness (Level 2)
 Christ consciousness (Level 3) – close to Phi Ratio
The model used to demonstrate the application of this, is based on a series of 9 concentric circles
surrounded by squares, and then seeing how the squares intersect with the circles. (see diagram 1
in the worksheet handout).
The so-called aboriginal level of consciousness is identified as the 4th square relative to the 5th
circle. (Level 1)
Christ or Unity consciousness is identified as the 7th square relative to the 9th circle. (Level 3)
Humanity’s current level of consciousness (Level 2), is identified as being the 5th square relative to
the 6th circle. This is less harmonic than either of the other 2 levels.
The question is, how is it possible to become more ‘harmonic’ and move from this level to the
next? How can the first level evolve to access the light of the 3rd level using this model?
The answer lies in rotating the square of the second level by 45 degrees to become a
diamond!
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Our ‘geometry’(diamond) means we then become a human bridge between Level 1 and
Christ consciousness. The diamond contains all of the information of the first level and
connects with the circle and square of the Christ consciousness, so that we can access the
‘codes’ and information of this level.

The diamond view is the key to elevating our current level of
consciousness!
This information is also encoded within the Great Pyramid, and
gives us the ‘lens’ through which to interpret and work with
our reality.
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Diamond Light Code Meaning Summaries
1. Alignment

(Also known as Reflections)
- Refining and aligning your physical self with your spiritual
essence
- Promotes integration of higher lightbody energies with the
physical nervous system
- Promotes the ability to identify soul purpose and reflect that into
the world.

2. Angelic Essence

-

Reminds you not to take yourself too seriously
Uplifts and inspires
Relieves stress and the burden of an over-developed sense of
responsibility

3. Communication

-

Enables you to ‘speak from soul’, expressing your own truth
Moves you beyond fear
Good for teachers and those working in the media
Allows for your inner voice to be heard

4. Creativity

-

Connects you with your source of divine creativity
Helps you develop new solutions to old problems
Inspiration finding practical expression
Birthing the beauty of your divine essence through constant acts of
creation in the world

5. Freedom

-

Expansion
Taking the divine light through the doorways into the deepest parts
of your being to illuminate the darkness
Acts on the Solar Plexus nerve network to strengthen and build the
will, promoting courage and personal power
(This code is a sacred gift from Mary Magdalene)

-

6. Growth

-

Facilitates blossoming of a new cycle and emergence of new gifts
A gentle unfolding of what has been held within
Feeling safe in making a fresh start and new beginnings
Connection with the Universal ebb and flow

7. Happiness

-

Clears the root and sacral chakras of fears
Brings joy up to the solar plexus and heart for expression
Seeing the world with different eyes and finding the happiness
within simple things
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8. Harmony

-

Walking lightly through physical life
Co-operation with others, building collaborative relationships
Strength and calmness
Recognising strengths in others and coming together for a
common purpose then letting go

9. Healing

-

Connects you with the healing support of mother earth
Lifts out patterns of thought & emotion that are no longer needed
and refreshes your energy field
Travel the healing spiral to the source of imbalance, and then
unwind and release through the heart

-

10. Insight

-

Provides ‘Aha’ moments and deeper insight into challenges or
issues
Facilitates the transfer of knowledge into physical expression
Distils many streams of knowledge or information to a single point
of awareness and understanding

11. Integration

-

Integration of the whole self through time and dimensions
Breaking time locks to access, recall and integrate soul fragments
Anchors and aligns the diamond lightbody with the physical body
Brings the higher dimensional light body geometries into being

12. Jewel in The
Heart

-

Initiates healing
Assists in recognising the beauty of your True Self
Stimulates creativity
Balances polarities
Soothes emotions
Fosters love and compassion for all of life

Special note : In 2015, the frequency of the Jewel in the Heart shifted to
align with a higher vibrational transmission, that of the Blue Ray. It is
indicative of the planetary and cosmic shifts in energy taking place in
support of the evolving consciousness.
13. Peace

-

Calming and soothing
Connects you with the peace of the eternal NOW
Quietens a busy mind
Good for focus when there is turmoil or chaos in your life

-

A Template for manifestation
Material support for life on earth
Transforms cosmic energy into physical manifestation of that
which has been visioned

14. Prosperity
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15. Protection

-

Promotes feelings of safety and reduces fear
Protects and calms
Holds and shields your space during internal transformation
Good to use if you are in an environment with lots of negativity

16. Radiance

-

Builds and strengthens your core essence
Increases connection with soul and expands your light quotient
Holding all aspects of self in perfect balance
Connects you with the cosmic grids

17. Receiving

-

Promotes good health
The ability to hold on to greater amounts of universal energy
Helps transform negative self beliefs into positive and healthy self
esteem and deservingness.
Good to use in conjunction with the Prosperity code

-

18. Release

-

Supports the releasing of energetic attachments
Moving beyond limiting thoughts and beliefs
Releasing seed fears, ancestral patterns and other life memories
from DNA

19. Resolving
Duality

-

Merging Sacred Heart with lower (physical) heart
Moving beyond all duality & holding all in the perfect space of zero
point
Recognising the perfection in all of life, even in chaos
The ability to bring love into all situations without judgement

-

Helps you to release any external noise in your space and keep it clear
Draws you into the quiet calm of your centre
Builds and develops discernment, as to what is yours and what is not

-

Enables you to hear your inner guiding voice

-

Merging of masculine and feminine within the self
Beauty
Forgiveness and the ability to let go
Enter into the bliss experience

20. Sacred Filter

21. Sacred
Relationship
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22. Shaman

-

Brings awareness of your multidimensional self
Promotes the ability to move into other dimensions of self and
bring knowledge back into the core
Creates links for clearing of past life and other life traumas to clear
at the core level

23. Star Links

-

Connects you with your star families and stellar heritage
Gives access to greater universal knowledge and the bigger picture
Awakens dormant genetic lineages
Helps to align you with your deeper purpose

24. Structure

-

Assists in embedding new structures and ways of thinking
Balancing of right-left brain
Good to use after transformative experiences or major growth
Structure with flow. Helps us to move with grace through life

25. Third Eye
Awakening

-

Connects third eye /psychic experiences with the heart for spiritual
understanding
Creates mind-heart linkage
Links the Higher mind and Universal source with our ego mind to
support enlightenment

-

26. Vision

27. Transformation

-

Strengthens internal vision and the ability to see beyond the obvious
Expands your capacity to connect with the bigger picture for humanity
and the importance of your own role
Supports you in aligning your actions with your purpose

-

Good for healers and those working to help others

-

Supports the internal alchemical process of transformation
Creates a ‘bridge’ to higher, finer frequencies
Expands the heart to begin awakening the ‘cosmic’ heart
Builds core energy

Series 2 Codes
1. Cycles

- Signals ending and beginning of new cycles in life
- Indicates new opportunities and doors opening
- Initiates creativity
- Holds your core stable and in balance through life changes
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2. Flow

-

A need to “Let go and Let God”
Letting go of control and rigidity to enable flow
Re-establishes your alignment with the natural order
Sensitises the peripheral nervous system & enables receptivity of
subtle information sources

3. Forgiveness

-

A gentle and deeper heart opening
Assists the release of self from past grievances or hurts
Elevates one to a new level of unconditional acceptance of all

4. Graceful
Simplicity

-

A need to declutter one’s life of things, thoughts and non-serving
patterns
Indicates potential complications and a need to simplify
Aids in the release of physical and emotional baggage

5. Inner Child

-

Being too serious about life
Reconnecting with the inner child
A need to re-introduce play and fun into your life
Remembering the innocence and adventure of childhood

6. Inspiration

-

Divine Inspiration
Be receptive to new ideas and inspirations
Indicates potential ‘stuckness’ in life. Looking for ways out.
Relax and allow yourself to be open to higher guidance.

-

Activates dormant DNA
Connects you with your own cellular wisdom
Opens gateways to greater cosmic knowledge

-

Supports you in moving forward towards your goals
Assists you in recognising small obstacles on the right path
vs needing to change direction
Negotiating life’s turbulences with ease

7. Knowledge
Gateway

8. Movement

-
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9. Power

-

Connects you with the power of the universal life force
Builds your own inherent power and confidence
Strengthens resolve, determination and commitment to your
Spiritual Path

10. Re-Awakening

-

Opening to a greater, more expanded Self
Signals a time of learning and discovery
Emerging from a period of hibernation or inner re-arrangement
Awakening to additional dimensions of reality

11. Song of the
Soul

-

Connecting with the beauty of your own Soul essence
Opening to allow the expression of Soul Purpose through and in
your life
Re-discovering Joy!
Embodiment of greater light

-

12. Surrender

-

Alleviation of suffering through surrender to your Higher Self
Assists you in aligning with your core
Balancing the paradox of strength in vulnerability within you
Potential pent-up emotions.
Recognise that surrendering and allowing emotional energy to
flow through you will guide you towards Peace.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO COLOUR
One of the key initial messages I was given about the Light Codes was that the
background colour of the code is significant as it ‘sets the resonant frequency’ of the body
in order to accept the energy of the code itself.
Furthermore, the colour of the code itself is a key factor in its energetic signature and how
it is utilized by the body. Some people have experienced the codes changing colour when
working with them, or in visualizing them for clients…..allow your intuition to guide you and
allow the codes to communicate their messages to you as you work/play with them.
Below is a brief introduction to colour as an energy frequency as well as some
summarized information about various colours that will provide some insights into the
information carried by the Light Code geometries.

WHY IS COLOUR IMPORTANT TO US ?

Colour is the language through which nature speaks; it is part of the underlying nature of
the Universe; colour is a universal language.
As part of the natural energies emanating from the sun, colour surrounds us. It fills our
bodies and interacts with our own energies, and has been used since early times to heal.
Colour healing was part of the ancient wisdom taught and practised in the great temples of
Egypt , Greece , China , Tibet , Mayan culture and was part of the tribal lore of North
American Indians. The use and knowledge of light and colour virtually disappeared during
the Dark Ages & was only revived again in the 19th century through the work of Newton ,
Goethe and others. The techniques and teachings from ancient literature are now being
rediscovered and revived within the tenets of a modern scientific framework.
In recent years, the scientific community has come to accept that the human body is more
than just flesh and bone and that it has components that are energetic in nature.
Colour is Light. Colour is energy. At a scientific level it is understood in the context of the
electro-magnetic spectrum which extends from the longest wavelengths of electricity and
radio waves, to the shortest of gamma and cosmic rays. Light, the field in which the
rainbow of colour appears, is the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
From the scientific spectrum, the order in which the colours appear says something of their
different natures. Red is the first colour to emerge from the infra red end of the spectrum. It
has the longest wavelength and shortest frequency of all the colours & it can be compared
with large rolling waves hitting the shore – they don’t come in so fast , but when they come
in, they bring a lot of power with them. Red is the most energizing and warming of all the
colours. Violet, the last of the visible colours before the energy moves in to the ultra violet
end of the spectrum has the shortest wavelength and highest frequency. It may be
compared to the smallest and most gentle waves lapping at the shore. Violet is the most
soothing and cooling of the colours.
The messages of colour go far beyond descriptions such as energizing or soothing. While
science can measure some properties of light and some of the effects of colour on the
body-mind , each colour carries a whole array of messages that speak to the different
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levels of our being and experience eg physical , emotional , spiritual and mental. We have
an instinctual knowledge of this language which is demonstrated in our everyday speech
when we talk about feeling blue , being green with envy , red with rage , in the pink.
Because we are beings of energy , we unconsciously respond to the energy of the various
colours in our choice of our clothing , home fittings etc. Our colour choices reveal aspects
of our personalities, feelings, blockages, behavioural patterns and emotional state. Each
part of our body resonates to a different colour and when we are ill or troubled we can use
the appropriate colour to harmonise our varied vibrations and restore equilibrium. We can
use colour as an effective and simple tool to assist us in dealing with the stress of our daily
lives.
Each colour has both positive as well as challenging aspects to it. Our attraction to a
particular colour eg in clothing can either be a reflection of our current aura colour , or an
indicator of an energy vibration that we need. There is no good or bad, but we can learn to
become more aware of our body-mind connection and how well we manage it by being
alert to the messages in the language of colour .

SUMMARY OF COLOUR MEANINGS
RED – the colour of Courage

General +ve associations

the material side of life, survival issues , practicality (using
spiritual energies practically), Passion , outgoing, leader,
perseverance, revival.

The challenges of red

anger, frustration , envy , insecurity , fear, resentment , reaction
as opposed to action, bullying, stubbornness, brutality.

Body areas

Genital and reproductive organs, the blood and circulation, legs
and joints, the kidneys.

Red is a fiery force. It puts your life back into action. It has a burning desire to get
somewhere and must have its way. The red personality is that of the pioneer, the gogetter. Red is a quickener of the spirit, exhilarating but extremely practical.
For healing purposes, red spices up the senses ensuring a satisfying and passionate love
life. It eases stiff muscles and joints especially in the feet and legs , is a good tonic to ward
off chills and colds and to stimulate a sluggish circulation.
Do not use red where there is any indication of heart conditions, and be careful of
using this colour at night !
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PINK – the colour of Love
General +ve associations

Unconditional love, compassion, forgiveness, nurturing

The challenges of pink

Too much giving to others and not enough to the self,
difficulties in receiving love, living with illusion, seeing life
through rose tinted glasses needing always to be liked.

Body areas

Heart and reproductive area, hormones

Pink is a gentler version of the fiery red element. It is a warm and caring colour and
represents awakening. Passion becomes compassion and understanding, therefore
unconditional. The pink personality is tender, giving and vulnerable.
For healing purposes, pink pacifies aggression and is an antidote for fear. It supports the
development and trust in the feminine intuitive energy and is a great support for exercises
in tolerance and forgiveness. It helps with hormonal imbalances and with the reproductive
organs.
ORANGE – the colour of Opportunity
General +ve associations

Productivity, joy, materialism, genial, liberal, flamboyant,
generous,
Creativity, emotionality, adventurous.

The challenges of orange

Exhibitionist, misleading, vain (narcissistic), pessimism, guilt
and shame, manipulative, problems with sexual identity,
dependance and co-dependance

Body areas

Abdomen, lower back, lower intestines, the adrenals.

The orange personality is a lover of freedom. Sportsmen relate to orange. Orange gives
the courage to face the consequences of our actions and will not let sleeping dogs lie. It
has the ability to expand and break down barriers. Orange is the colour of materialistic
opportunity. The perfect friend.
As a healing use, orange helps to support in times of grief and trauma, it relieves shock
and helps dissolve psychological paralysis. The kidneys also respond to orange & it is also
good for alleviating intestinal cramps. It clears mucous from the system and can support
the knitting together of bones.
YELLOW – the colour of Intellect
General +ve associations

Learned wisdom, intellect, mental clarity, agility, justice,
confidence, happiness, will.

The challenges of yellow

Absent-minded, confusion, laziness, anxiety, control,
cowardice, low self-esteem, fear, sarcastic, treacherous.

Body areas

Stomach, spleen, pancreas, liver, solar plexus, the skin and
nervous system.
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Yellow is the brightest colour in the spectrum. The yellow personality has the latest
information and is very precise. Yellow assimilates, unravels and reveals. It also produces
the greatest counselors because it has the ability to pinpoint the issue. Flexible and
adaptable, the yellow person loves networking, is a great communicator, full of fun and
extremely inquisitive.
Physically, yellow removes toxins and stimulates the flow of gastric juices. It lifts
depression and can help to relieve the symptoms associated with diabetes, rheumatism,
anorexia. It helps to clear confusion and constipation.
GREEN – the colour of Balance
General +ve associations

Balance, harmony, integrity, trust, tactful, benevolent, truth,
commitment, practical, business minded, growth, generosity.

The challenges of green

Greed, avarice, hypochondria, envy, bland, indecisiveness,
claustrophobia and agoraphobia, apathy.

Body areas

Heart, shoulders, chest, lower lungs, the thymus gland.

A person relating to the green aspect will strive to bring harmony to any situation. Green
makes progress and is willing to share it’s prosperity. With good business prospects, green
is dependable. The giver that relates to nature. The diplomat. Green is sociable, helpful
and selfless and just loves the good life.
Green aids the memory, which can bring about healing because most of our physical and
mental illnesses result from events in the past. It relieves nausea, soothes headaches and
claustrophobia. It detoxifies and increases physical stamina.
BLUE – the spirit of Truth
General +ve associations

Peaceful, patient, healer, philosophical, protection, trust,
honour, going with the flow, communication, teaching,
emotional coolness.

The challenges of blue

Unresponsive, frigid, deceitful, spiteful, unforgiving, difficulties
with authority, introversion, depression, isolation, holding on.

Body areas

Throat, upper lungs and arms, base of skull, thyroid &
parathyroid glands.

Blue is peace with a purpose and not just peace at any price. The blue personality values
honour and sincerity above anything else. Blue loves to express itself, and always advises
caution to think before it leaps. Still waters run deep. The tranquil spirit.
Blue can help relieve inflammation and fevers. It is useful as an aid to combat
incontinence. It clears sore throats and stiff necks, soothes children’s ailments such as
teething, earache and bedwetting. A great comfort for the terminally ill. It promotes weight
gain.
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INDIGO – the colour of Perception
General +ve associations

Structure, idealism, fortitude, obedience, perceptive, insightful,
clarity of the senses, sensitivity, clairvoyance, protection,
mysticism.

The challenges of indigo

Puritanical, aloofness, obsessed, false, ritualistic , liar,
addiction, rigidity, secrecy, withdrawal and detachment.

Body areas

Lower brain, eyes and sinuses, the skeleton, pituitary gland.

INDIGO ASPIRES TO BE THE SPIRITUAL MASTER. THE INDIGO PERSONALITY CAN RECONCILE SCIENCE AND RELIGION.
THE GREAT WRITERS, ACTORS AND CREATORS RELATE TO THIS COLOUR. INDIGO LOVES TO MAKE RULES WHERE
NONE EXIST, PROMOTES JUSTICE AND PEACE AND ALWAYS UNRAVELS THE UNKNOWN.

Indigo is the strongest painkiller in the spectrum and clears bacteria. It is good for sinus
problems, chest complaints, migraine and eczema. It relieves lumbago and sciatica. Indigo
helps with insomnia and disperses growths of all kinds.
VIOLET – the colour of Peace and balance
General +ve associations

Healing, service, intuitiveness, psychic, rulership, faith,
humanitarian, inventive, visionary, true spirituality, balance of
male and female.

The challenges of violet

Merciless, spiritual arrogance, corrupt, ruthless, pompous, grief
or deep loss (needing to come to terms with it), lack of trust,
ungrounded.

Body areas

Top of the head, brain, scalp and pineal gland.

Purple or violet is the aristocracy of the spirit. The purple personality is a visionary working
with the highest levels of thought and prefers to be self employed. Has acute psychic
perception on a day to day basis. Humility is the key aspect. No limitation, but can sacrifice
itself for the benefit of others without being a victim. The gifted poets, writers, musicians,
painters reside here, They are masters in any creative field.
In healing, violet is good for any inflammation and for subduing palpitations of the heart.
The colour for head problems, insomnia and concussion. Good for the immune system.
Calms jangled nerves and people who are emotionally erratic. Clears skin eruptions.
Other Colours
Gold
Gold represents maturity, trust, wisdom, success and forgiveness. It is a soul colour and
the gold personality can surrender because it trusts completely, transforming victimisation
into victorious. Gold is used for psychological depression and can erase suicidal
tendencies. It is good for phobias, and paranoia and can be used to treat scar tissue and
also an underactive thyroid. Gold in the aura can denote spiritual advancement.
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Silver
Silver is the colour of illumination and represents astuteness. The ability to penetrate and
light up the path – it is the thread of cosmic intelligence. Silver can also be disconnected,
slippery and lunatic. Silver fantasises. It is the greatest natural tranquiliser and calms the
nerves as well as the hormones. It harmonises and brings about a fluid state of
consciousness. Silver represents the feminine dimension of the self (whether in a male or
female body).
Black
Black is the colour of mystery and represents the instructor, independence and is
contained. On a challenging note, black represents emptiness, despair and restrictions.
Through the witholding of emotions, black has a discipline that brings order out of chaos.
An overload of black causes stagnation and depression and is best used with other
colours to allow break through of the true personality. Use black as a steadying force & to
put the psyche back on hold for a while. Black indicates that every winter has its seeds for
next spring.
White
White is the colour of purity. It conjures up hope, is pristine, unsullied, open and
benevolent. The white knight brings in help from other people in times of stress but the
person who works strongly with white can in their personal life be very lonely. White can
indicate a person who is stringent, stuck, sterile, in isolation. The symbol of white is peace
– it is complete & contains all the colours in the spectrum. White sterilises, is antiseptic
and helps to open up. Wear white on cloudy days to bathe yourself in healing white light.
Magenta
Magenta represents divine love in the little things. It is the limitless darkness out of which
all light comes. It is the energy of awareness, love, precision, attention to detail and
enthusiasm. On the challenging side, magenta can be perfectionistic to a fault, controlling
and smothering. It can be used to heal disorders of the reproductive organs and also
balances the functioning of the hypothalamus (in the brain). Magenta contains violet and
red - refer to these base colours for additional uses of magenta.
Turquoise
Turquoise is the colour of relationships and humanitarianism. It is sociable, personal,
emotional and ambitious. Turquoise can also be unreliable, isolated, boastful and deceitful.
The turquoise personality is single minded and individualistic, but is also a great friend and
a lover of family life and animals. Turquoise feeds the central nervous system, soothes
sore throats and the chest area (see blue and green). It relieves neuralgia rashes and selfsabotage.
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Working with the Light Codes
The impact and effect of the diamond light codes in your energy field will be as unique as
you are and as a result there is no ‘fixed’ way of working with them. The most important
thing is to allow yourself to be guided by your own intuition when you are drawn to a
particular code. The images with their geometries, colours and subtle coded messages
work beyond the level of the conscious mind and when you give the intent to work with any
of them, they will do so in a way that is appropriate and perfect for you.
The Diamond Light Codes are an aspect of living consciousness, and in my own journey
with them I have felt them vibrationally as well as actually hearing them with either words
or music. Both myself and others have even heard them singing their own beautiful songs!
The guidelines below are therefore merely ideas and suggestions to help get you started in
working with this amazing language of light.

Suggested ways of working with the Light Codes
1. When working with the codes either personally or with others, I suggest that you not
work with more than 3 codes at any one time. The reason for this is linked with the
‘flames of light’ mentioned earlier – using too many codes at once can initiate deep
transformation which may be intense and uncomfortable for many people. It is
therefore best to work with a few codes at any one time so that the process is more
manageable.
There is also a case in South Africa where one of the students after doing the initial
Diamond Light Grid (1) Workshop, put all 26 codes in her bedroom above her bed.
She was continually exhausted and didn’t have a good night’s sleep for about 6
months until she mentioned to me what she had done. As soon as she moved the
codes she had a restful night’s sleep!
She had clearly been ‘working’ on multiple levels each night and her body was
working to ground all of the changes being initiated which were too numerous to
cope with all at once!
2. Meditation
 Print off a copy of the code you would like to work with or are drawn to.
 Place it at eye level where you can spend a few moments allowing the code
to be imprinted in your energy field via the optic nerves.
 Begin breathing deeply and rhythmically and imagine that you are breathing
in the energy of the light code into your body.
 Close your eyes and hold the image of the code with your inner vision, then
give intent for it to act wherever it needs to work in your body.
 Simply relax, continue breathing and feel what happens energetically in your
body.
 You can also meditate on the specific qualities of the light code giving intent
for your energy fields to be re-programmed through the action of the code.
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You may also wish to simply print off the codes, laminate them and place them on
the wall in your favourite space. Allow the energy from them to permeate your
space on an ongoing basis.
Other ways to use the codes in meditation :
 Print onto a cushion cover and either sit on it, or place it behind your back for
support
 Place a laminated code underneath your feet so that it’s energy is embedded
and allowed to filter up through your roots
 Hold a small laminated card between your palms while meditating (there is
often an incredible high frequency energy experienced with this)

3. Window Clings
Window cling material suitable for inkjet and laser home printing, can be purchased
from many stationary suppliers. Print your favourite light codes onto this static
material and place it in a window where the natural light from the sun can work
through the light code, infusing the room.
4. Tapping in the Light Codes
-

-

-

Select a clear quartz crystal (preferably terminated), cleanse it and then program
it for imprinting the Light Codes
Select the Light Code you wish to work with
Spend a few minutes in quiet meditation to centre yourself in your diamond,
extend your breathing to visualize your breath flowing in through your diamond
Now change the colour of your breath and visualize breathing in the background
colour of the Light Code. If you can’t visualize it, then simply set the intention for
this to be the colour that you are breathing in. Allow this colour frequency to
permeate your body.
With your quartz crystal, draw the Light Code form over each of the joints in your
body as indicated below, and tap into the joint 3 times. You may wish to take the
positive qualities of the code and create an affirmation to repeat as you are
tapping in the code.
Repeat daily for at least a week
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Key Joints :
- Skull
- Top of spine
- Elbows
- Wrists
- Sacrum
- Knees
- ankles

5. Window Clings
Window cling material suitable for inkjet and laser home printing, can be purchased
from many stationary suppliers. Print your favourite light codes onto this static
material and place it in a window where the natural light from the sun can work
through the light code, infusing the room.

6. Healing
Print the light code you wish to work with onto printable transparency film. Using an
OHP, project the light code onto a clear wall, adjust the image and then stand, sit or
lie IN the light code projection for 3-5 minutes. You will be amazed at how this
process impacts on your energy field and brings its transformational energy to life.
I often use this with clients at the end of either an Antaneea treatment or energy
balancing session. The responses have been amazing.
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7. Charging up Liquids, Food
We know from the well known work of Dr Masaru Emoto that words and
images create changes in water structure as seen in the beautiful crystals
created with positive intentions.
In the same way, the diamond light codes can be used to imprint their energy into
food and water so that our body and DNA is re-programmed as we take in our daily
nourishment. Simply print and laminate your favourite codes and use them as
energy plates to charge up liquids or meals prior to ingesting.

8. Clothing and other printable items
a. Print your favourite light codes onto T-shirts or any other items of
clothing. That way you can hold the energy of the code in your space for
an extended period of time.
b. Make small credit card sized laminated copies of the codes that you can
carry around with you. Hold between the palms of your hands and
connect with the energy whenever you feel you need it.
c. Print onto mugs, fridge magnets, create bookmarks etc

9. Screensaver

Create your own screensaver show on your computer, by loading the Light Code
folder in your screensaver menu. Choose a single code or allow the entire collection
to scroll through.
You can also use individual codes as a desktop background. Allow the codes to
project their light through your computer and neutralise negative EM fields.

10. Vibrational Essences
Create your own vibrational essence for light codes you wish to work with. Fill two
thirds of a 30ml dropper bottle with pure water and stand on a laminated print of the
light code for 24 hours with the intent that the water be charged with the code
energy. I often encircle the code with clear quartz crystal points to amplify the intent.
Once charged up, then top up the dropper bottle with brandy, mix well to infuse the
mixture fully and take 7 drops at a time on the tongue as needed.
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Light Code Readings
The Diamond Light Code cards can be used as an oracle in order to provide you and your clients
with information and insight pertaining to beliefs and emotional patterns that are being transcribed
by the DNA into physiological manifestation. The geometric configurations can then be used in
conjunction with the Diamond Light Grid Alignment in a variety of ways.
Doing a basic reading with the Light Code cards is a simple and highly intuitive process, they key
to which is to allow yourself to connect and flow with the insights from your Higher Self. The codes
themselves are both contained within the diamond, as well as providing frequencies to activate
additional facets of the diamond light grid.
Basic Reading with the cards :
1 CARD :
1. Fan the cards out face down on a flat surface. Ask the client to close their eyes and
connect to their Higher Self, while you hold the resonance of the diamond to assist them.
Ask for Higher Self guidance in allowing them to choose a card which will give them support
for an issue they may be struggling with at the moment.
2. When they open their eyes, ask them to select the first card they are drawn to.
3. Share the information pertaining to the card with them, including the challenging and
positive aspects of the key colours. Allow them to connect with the aspects of whatever
issue they may be dealing with.
If the challenge information is predominant, then use the code in a diamond light grid alignment
session, and perhaps give them a copy of the code to take home to work with – focusing on the
code as a meditative tool will help them to realign their beliefs and behaviours around the issue.
If the positive attributes are more dominant – then they are being given a confirmation by Soul,
that they are on the right path.
3 CARD READING:
1. Fan the cards out face down on a flat surface. Ask the client to close their eyes and
connect to their Higher Self, while you hold the resonance of the diamond to assist them.
Ask for Higher Self guidance in allowing them to choose a card which will give them insight
into their journey and future potential.
2. When they open their eyes, ask them to focus on choosing 3 cards and then place them
face up in the order they were selected.
The first card represent their past – what has been resolved through their learnings
(positive)
The second card represents their present – where they are at now (challenges + positive)
The third card represents the potential awakening within them through the continuation of
their journey (positive)
3. Share your insight with them, allowing as much interaction as possible.
If you are then conducting a diamond light grid alignment you can place the chosen Light Code
Cards under the therapy bed, so that the resonance is amplified through the diamond, and the
code is embedded within their energy field.
You can also draw/trace the code out over the body and imprint it physically.
It is also helpful to give your client a copy of the code (or get them to draw it), so that they can use
it as an ongoing focus tool subsequent to the session.
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6-CARD DIAMOND READING

Remember that the octahedron has 6
vertices (up-down, front-back and sideside). Each of these vertices ends in a
‘node’, representing a particular aspect
of being.

This spread utilizes the octehadral ‘node’ configuration as outlined below :

1

4

5

3

6

2
1. Soul Star : Our personal ‘star’, conduit to the greater essence, conveyer of our soul’s
desires for us. What is the deeper message in the person’s current circumstances? What is
their soul trying to communicate to them? How can this assist them in aligning with their
purpose?
2. Earth Star : Our physical connection to the earth, our anchor, our connection to others and
the natural realms. How does the individual relate to their physical environment? What
needs to be anchored in the individual’s life right now? What is required of them in order to
feel more ‘present’? What adjustments will assist them in feeling more supported in life?
3. Inner Feminine : What unconscious emotional issues are influencing or challenging them at
the moment? What unexpressed aspects of Self are requiring to be brought forward? What
gifts and potential are waiting to be externalized?
4. Inner Masculine : what is the personality expressing at the moment? How does this relate
to what the inner feminine is requiring? How is the individual relating with others? What
masks are being presented to the world?
5. History : accumulated traumas, beliefs and cultural plus genetic heritage. What is asking to
be healed in their history (personal and/or ancestral)? How is this influencing their
expression in the world (refer to 2 and 4)? What are the gifts that healing will bring to them?
6. Future : the individual’s future potential and emerging talents. What is their future ‘Self’
communicating? What will assist them in connecting with their authentic power?
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You may wish to place the chosen Light Codes in the given configuration under the therapy bed
while providing an energy balancing / BARS / diamond alignment session. This will place them in
an energy field emitted by the codes in support of realignment of their being.

Please note that you can also set your own intention and meaning for Light Code reading using
whatever ‘spread’ you are drawn to.

Working with the Diamond Light Codes is a highly intuitive process that is
continually evolving. The key to any interactions with these geometries of ‘living
consciousness’ is in trusting implicitly in your Higher guidance, continuing to
strengthen your own connections to Source (ie building your diamond), and in
spending some time attuning to the light frequencies that they transmit.
There are layers of information contained with the Light Codes that have yet to be
discovered and they are an integral part of the diamond journey.

Wishing you much love and abundant blessings on your journey back to the
magnificence of your divine self!
Julie
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Russian DNA Discoveries
Summarized by Baerbel
Edited and translated
1-17-5

Esoteric and spiritual teachers have known for ages that our body is programmable by
language, words and thought. This has now been scientifically proven and explained.
The human DNA is a biological Internet and superior in many aspects to the artificial
one. The latest Russian scientific research directly or indirectly explains phenomena
such as clairvoyance, intuition, spontaneous and remote acts of healing, self healing,
affirmation techniques, unusual light/auras around people (namely spiritual masters),
mind’s influence on weather patterns and much more.
In addition, there is evidence for a whole new type of medicine in which DNA can be
influenced and reprogrammed by words and frequencies WITHOUT cutting out and
replacing single genes. Only 10% of our DNA is being used for building proteins. It is this
subset of DNA that is of interest to western researchers and is being examined and
categorized. The other 90% are considered "junk DNA."
The Russian researchers, however, convinced that nature was not dumb, joined
linguists and geneticists in a venture to explore that 90% of "junk DNA." Their results,
findings and conclusions are simply revolutionary!
According to there findings, our DNA is not only responsible for the construction of our
body but also serves as data storage and communication. The Russian linguists found
that the genetic code - especially in the apparent "useless" 90% - follows the same rules
as all our human languages.
To this end they compared the rules of syntax (the way in which words are put together
to form phrases and sentences), semantics (the study of meaning in language forms)
and the basic rules of grammar. They found that the alkalines of our DNA follow a
regular grammar and do have set rules just like our languages. Therefore, human
languages did not appear coincidentally but are a reflection of our inherent DNA.
The Russian biophysicist and molecular biologist Pjotr Garjajev and his colleagues also
explored the vibrational behavior of DNA. In brief the bottom line was: "Living
chromosomes function just like a holographic computer using endogenous DNA laser
radiation." This means that they managed, for example, to modulate certain frequency
patterns (sound) onto a laser-like ray which influenced DNA frequency and thus the
genetic information itself.
Since the basic structure of DNA-alkaline pairs and of language (as explained earlier) is
of the same structure, no DNA decoding is necessary. One can simply use words and
sentences of the human language! This, too, was experimentally proven!
Living DNA substance (in living tissue, not in vitro) will always react to language modulated
laser rays and even to radio waves, if the proper frequencies (sound) are being used. This
finally and scientifically explains why affirmations, hypnosis and the like can have such
strong effects on humans and their bodies. It is entirely normal and natural for our DNA to
react to language.
While western researchers cut single genes from DNA strands and insert them
elsewhere, the Russians enthusiastically created devices that influence cellular
metabolism through modulated radio and light frequencies, thus repairing genetic
defects.
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They even captured information patterns of a particular DNA and transmitted it onto
another, thus reprogramming cells to another genome. So they successfully
transformed, for example, frog embryos to salamander embryos simply by transmitting
the DNA information patterns! This way the entire information was transmitted without
any of the side effects or disharmonies encountered when cutting out and re-introducing
single genes from the DNA.
This represents an unbelievable, world-transforming revolution and sensation: by simply
applying vibration (sound frequencies) and language instead of the archaic cutting-out
procedure!
This experiment points to the immense power of wave genetics, which obviously has a
greater influence on the formation of organisms than the biochemical processes of
alkaline sequences.
Esoteric and spiritual teachers have known for ages that our body is programmable by
language, words and thought. This has now been scientifically proven and explained.
Of course the frequency has to be correct. And this is why not everybody is equally
successful or can do it with always the same strength. The individual person must work
on the inner processes and development in order to establish a conscious
communication with the DNA.
The Russian researchers work on a method that is not dependent on these factors but
will ALWAYS work, provided one uses the correct frequency. But the higher developed
an individual's consciousness is, the less need is there for any type of device: one can
achieve these results by oneself. Science will finally stop laughing at such ideas and will
confirm and explain the results. And it doesn't end there.
The Russian scientists also found out that our DNA can cause disturbing patterns in a
vacuum, thus producing magnetized wormholes! Wormholes are the microscopic
equivalents of the so-called Einstein-Rosen bridges in the vicinity of black holes (left by
burned-out stars).
These are tunnel connections between entirely different areas in the universe through
which information can be transmitted outside of space and time. The DNA attracts these
bits of information and passes them on to our consciousness. This process of
hypercommunication (telepathy, channeling) is most effective in a state of relaxation.
Stress, worry or a hyperactive intellect prevent successful hyper-communication or the
information will be totally distorted and useless. In nature, hyper-communication has
been successfully applied for millions of years. The organized flow of life in insects
proves this dramatically. Modern man knows it only on a much more subtle level as
"intuition." But we, too, can regain full use of it.
As an example from nature, when a queen ant is separated from her colony, the
remaining worker ants will continue building fervently according to plan. However, if the
queen is killed, all work in the colony stops. No ant will know what to do. Apparently, the
queen transmits the "building plans" even if far away - via the group consciousness with
her subjects. She can be as far away as she wants, as long as she is alive.
In humans, hyper-communication is most often encountered when one suddenly gains
access to information that is outside one's knowledge base. Such hyper-communication
is then experienced as inspiration or intuition (also in trance channeling). The Italian
composer Giuseppe Tartini, for instance, dreamt one night that a devil sat at his bedside
playing the violin. The next morning Tartini was able to note down the piece exactly from
memory. He called it the Devil's Trill Sonata.
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For years, a 42-year old male nurse dreamt of a situation in which he was hooked up to
a kind of knowledge CD-ROM. Verifiable knowledge from all imaginable fields was then
transmitted to him that he was able to recall in the morning. There was such a flood of
information that it seemed a whole encyclopedia was transmitted at night. The majorities
of facts were outside his personal knowledge base and reached technical details of
which he knew absolutely nothing. When hyper-communication occurs, one can observe
in the DNA, as well as in the human, supernatural phenomena.
The Russian scientists irradiated DNA samples with laser light. On screen, a typical
wave pattern was formed. When they removed the DNA sample, the wave pattern did
not disappear, it remained. Many controlled experiments showed that the pattern
continued to come from the removed sample, whose energy field apparently remained
by itself. This effect is now called phantom DNA effect. It is surmised that energy from
outside of space and time still flows through the activated wormholes after the DNA was
removed. The side effects encountered most often in hyper-communication in humans
are inexplicable electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of the persons concerned.
Electronic devices like CD players and the like can be irritated and cease to function for
hours. When the electromagnetic field slowly dissipates, the devices function normally
again. Many healers and psychics know this effect from their work: the better the
atmosphere and energy, the more frustrating it can be for recording devices as they stop
functioning at that exact moment. Often by next morning all is back to normal.
Perhaps this is reassuring to read for many, as it has nothing to do with them being
technically inept; it means they are good at hyper-communication.
In their book Vernetzte Intelligenz, Grazyna Gosar and Franz Bludorf explain these
connections precisely and clearly. The authors also quote sources presuming that in
earlier times humanity had been just like the animals: very strongly connected to group
consciousness and thereby acted as a group. In order to develop and experience
individuality, however, we humans had to forget hyper-communication almost
completely.
Now that we are fairly stable in our individual consciousness, we can create a new form
of group consciousness - namely one in which we attain access to all information via our
DNA without being forced or remotely controlled about what to do with that information.
We now know that just as we use the internet, our DNA can feed proper data into the
network, can retrieve data from the network, and can establish contact with other
participants in the network. Remote healing, telepathy or "remote sensing" about the
state of another can thus be explained. Some animals know from afar when their owners
plan to return home. This can be freshly interpreted and explained via the concepts of
group consciousness and hyper-communication.
Any collective consciousness cannot be sensibly used over any period of time without a
distinctive individuality; otherwise we would revert to a primitive herd instinct that is
easily manipulated. Hyper-communication in the new millennium means something quite
different.
Researchers think that if humans with full individuality would regain group
consciousness, they would have a god-like power to create, alter and shape things on
Earth! AND humanity is collectively moving toward such a group consciousness of the
new kind.
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Fifty percent of children will become a problem as soon as they go to school, since the
system lumps everyone together and demands adjustment. But the individuality of
today's children is so strong that they refuse this adjustment and resist giving up their
idiosyncrasies in the most diverse ways.
At the same time more and more clairvoyant children are born. Something in those
children is striving more towards the group consciousness of the new kind, and it can no
longer be suppressed.
As a rule, weather for example is rather difficult to influence by a single individual. But it
may be influenced by group consciousness (nothing new about this to some indigenous
tribes). Weather is strongly influenced by Earth resonance frequencies (Schumann
frequencies). But those same frequencies are also produced in our brains, and when
many people synchronize their thinking or when individuals (spiritual masters, for
instance) focus their thoughts in a laser-like fashion, then it is not at all surprising that
they can influence the weather.
A modern day civilization which develops group consciousness would have neither
environmental problems nor scarcity of energy: for if it were to use such mental powers
as a unified civilization, it would have control of the energies of its home planet as a
natural consequence.
When a great number of people become unified with higher intention as in meditating on
peace - potentials of violence also dissolve.
Apparently, DNA is also an organic superconductor that can work at normal body
temperature, as opposed to artificial superconductors which require extremely low
temperatures between 200 and 140Â°C to function. In addition, all superconductors are
able to store light and thus information. This further explains how DNA can store
information.
There is another phenomenon linked to DNA and wormholes. Normally, these supersmall
wormholes are highly unstable and are maintained only for the tiniest fractions of a
second. Under certain conditions stable wormholes can organize themselves, which
then form distinctive vacuum domains in which for example, gravity can transform into
electricity. Vacuum domains are self-radiant balls of ionized gas that contain
considerable amounts of energy. There are regions in Russia where such radiant balls
appear very often.
Following the ensuing confusion the Russians started massive research programs
leading finally to some of the discoveries mentions above. Many people know vacuum
domains as shiny balls in the sky. The attentive look at them in wonder and ask
themselves, what they could be.
I thought once: "Hello up there. If you happen to be a UFO, fly in a triangle." And
suddenly, the light balls moved in a triangle. Or they shot across the sky like ice hockey
pucks: they accelerated from zero to crazy speeds while sliding silently across the sky.
One is left gawking and I have, as many others, too, thought them to be UFOs. Friendly
ones, apparently, as they flew in triangles just to please me.
Now, the Russians found - in the regions where vacuum domains often appear - that
sometimes fly as balls of light from the ground upwards into the sky, and that these balls
can be guided by thought. Since then it has been found that vacuum domains emit
waves of low frequency that are also produced in our brains and because of this
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similarity of waves they are able to react to our thoughts. To run excitedly into one that is
on ground level might not be such a great idea, because those balls of light can contain
immense energies and are capable of mutating our genes.
Many spiritual teachers also produce such visible balls or columns of light in deep
meditation or during energy work, which trigger decidedly pleasant feelings and do not
cause any harm. Apparently this is also dependent on some inner order, quality and
origin of the vacuum domain. There are some spiritual teachers, like the young
Englishman Ananda, for example, with whom nothing is seen at first, but when one tries
to take a photograph while they sit and speak or meditate in hyper-communication, one
gets only a picture of a white cloud on a chair.
In certain Earth healing projects, such light effects also appear on photographs. Simply
put, this phenomena has to do with gravity and anti-gravity forces that are ever more
stable forms of wormholes and displays of hyper-communication with energies from
outside our time and space structure. Earlier generations that experienced such
hypercommunication and visible vacuum domains were convinced that an angel had
appeared before them: and we cannot be too sure to what forms of consciousness we
can get access when using hyper-communication.
Not having scientific proof for their actual existence, people having had such
experiences do NOT all suffer from hallucinations. We have simply made another giant
step towards understanding our reality. Official science also knows of gravity anomalies
on Earth that contribute to the formation of vacuum domains. Recently gravity anomalies
have been found in Rocca di Papa, south of Rome.
...........
All information is from the book "Vernetzte Intelligenz" von Grazyna Fosar und Franz
Bludorf, ISBN 3930243237, summarized and commented by Baerbel. The book is
unfortunately only available in German so far. You can reach the authors here:
Kontext - Forum for Border Science
http://www.fosar-bludorf.com
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Julie Umpleby is the ‘conduit’ for the Diamond Light Grid Alignment process
and the Diamond Light Codes, and conducts regular workshops in the UK
and internationally.
Workshops Facilitated by Julie :
1. The Diamond Light Grid Foundation
A context and personal introduction to the Diamond Light Grid
2. The Diamond Light Grid Level 1
(Aligning the Diamond Light Grid)
3. A Call to Presence Home Study Program
Developing your personal connection with the Diamond Light Grid
4. The Diamond Light Grid Level 2
(Playing with the Light Codes)
5. The Diamond Light Grid Level 3
‘Diamond Shamanism’ : Ancestral Healing and Soul Retrieval + revised
Tree of Life
6. The Diamond Light Grid Teacher Training
7. The Antaneea Technique – Module 1
(Soul Massage and Emotional Release)
8. The Magic of Colour
(Bringing the energy of colour into your life)
9.
Diamond Reiki
Purifying and upgrading the original Usui Reiki lineage
Level 1 through to Level 3/Master

For more information, or to host a workshop in your area
please visit our website at:
www.diamondlightworld.net
or contact Julie at
julie@diamondlightworld.com
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